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Supplementary Material 2 – Outcome Measures 

A detailed description of each outcome measure used in this study is provided here.  

While the questionnaires will be administered online as part of this study, the psychometric 

properties reported are for paper and pencil versions of the questionnaires. 

The BPI-SF1 is a commonly used measure of pain intensity and pain interference.  

Participants indicate their worst, least, average and current pain on an 11-point numerical scale 

ranging from no pain at all to pain as bad as you can imagine.  Additional questions include how 

much relief pain medication has provided, along with pain interference on general activity, mood, 

walking ability, normal work, relations with others, sleep, and enjoyment of life.  A body 

diagram is also provided for participants to indicate where they feel pain.  The psychometric 

properties of the BPI are well supported in patients with cancer pain and other pain populations1 

2, including internal consistency of pain intensity and interference items as assessed in patients 

with chronic nonmalignant pain (Cronbach’s alpha .85 and .88 respectively).3 

The HADS4 consists of 14 items measuring the severity of anxiety and depression 

symptoms (seven items each) over the past week.  Each item is measured on a four point scale, 

with possible scores ranging from 0 – 21 for each subscale.  Higher scores indicate higher levels 

of anxiety and depression.  A review of studies using the HADS (the majority of which were 

conducted with patients with cancer or other physical health conditions) has supported the 

internal consistency of anxiety (.68 - .93, mean .82) and depression (.67 - .90, mean .82) 

subscales.5  

The STAI6 is a 40-item measure of state and trait anxiety (20 items each).  Each item is 

measuerd on a four point scale , with possible scores for both state and trait levels ranging 

between 20 and 80.  Higher scores represent more intense or more frequent feelings of anxiety.  

A review of 45 articles reporting psychometric properties from clinical and non-clinical samples 

of state and trait subscales found high levels of internal consistency (.91 and .89 respectively) and 

test-retest reliability (.70 and .88 respectively).7 
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The FOP-III8 is a 30 item measure of pain-related fear.  On a 5-point scale, respondents 

are asked to rate how fearful they are of pain associated with specific situations and events (e.g., 

being in an automobile accident).  Possible scores range between 30 and 150, with higher scores 

representing a more intense fear of pain.  In addition to a total score, the measure also provides 

subscales of minor, severe, and medical pain-related fear.  The FOP-III is commonly used in 

clinical and non-clinical populations, and possesses high internal consistency as indexed in a non-

clinical sample (total score = .93; severe = .88; minor = .86, medical = .88).9 

The MOS-SS10 is a twelve-item questionnaire developed for patients with chronic illness, 

measuring six dimensions of sleep over the past four weeks; sleep initiation (time to fall asleep), 

quantity (hours per night sleeping), maintenance, respiratory problems, perceived adequacy, and 

somnolence.  A sleep problems index which summarises information from nine items may also 

be scored.  Responses are recoded on a 0 – 100 scale, with higher scores indicating more of the 

concept being measured (e.g., greater difficulties falling asleep).  Research has supported the 

internal consistency of the MOS-SS scales to be acceptable (.70) or higher in samples of patients 

with neuropathic pain.11 12 

The SOT13 assesses participants’ attitudes towards their online administered treatment, 

and will be used at the study endline.  Participants state how strongly they agree/disagree with 

each of the following items: (a) the use of a computer to access treatment, (b) level of easiness of 

the online intervention, (c) duration of the potential effects of the treatment, and (d) potential 

recommendation of online interventions to others.  Responses range from “Agree very strongly” 

to “Disagree very strongly”.  An additional question asks participants how helpful they have 

found the online intervention, with responses ranging from “Very helpful” to “Not at all helpful”.  

Two open questions are also included that require participants to state the aspects of the 

intervention they most liked and disliked. 

The EOT, developed by the researchers, will be presented at the end of every online 

session.  The EOT includes three questions.  The first asks participants to indicate where they 
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completed the online training session (e.g., home or office).  The second is related to whether or 

not they have been distracted during the training and, if distracted, to indicate the source of 

distraction (e.g., telephone ringing).  The third question asks participants to rate the level of their 

concentration during the online task on an 11-point Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) numbered 

from 0 (i.e., no concentration at all) to 10 (i.e. very concentrated). 
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